Motive- “Towards Excellence In Education”
WELCOME
Peepal
Is a symbol of Enlightenment & Knowledge & Wisdom....
It has been an Inspiration of Knowledge for ages and hence inspiring the philosophy of SANCHETI HEALTH CARE ACADEMY(SHA)
SANCHETI HOSPITAL
About the Department....

- Sancheti Physiotherapy dept was established in 1965.
- Physiotherapy College was established in 1995.
- College was affiliated to University of Pune in 1997 for UG & PG (2004)
- Affiliated to Maharashtra University of Health Sciences, Nashik since 1998 for U.G. & 2007 P.G.
MRS. MANISHA SANGHVI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SANCHETI HEALTHCARE ACADEMY
DR. S. M. SABNIS
PRINCIPAL
FACULTY MEMBERS
DR. K.H.S. WITH DR. JAMKAR
Vice Chancellor MUHS Nashik
INFRASTRUCTURE

- AC Class room with audio visual facility
CLASS ROOMS
Well developed library with Air conditioning
COMPUTER ROOM
COLLEGE DAYS

TWINS DAY

SAREE & TIE DAY

ROSE DAY

ART EXIBITION
FUTURE SCOPE
SANCHETI (SICOP) ON THE TOP OF WORLD
- University degree course BPTh
- 4 years + 6 months internship
- Exam at the end of every academic year
First Year Curriculum

- **Anatomy:**
  - Theory – 80 + 20
  - Practicals – 80 + 20

- **Physiology:**
  - Theory – 80 + 20
  - Practicals – 80 + 20

- **Fundamentals of Exercise Therapy:**
  - Theory – 80 + 20
  - Practicals – 80 + 20

- **Fundamentals of Electro Therapy:**
  - Theory – 80 + 20
  - Practicals – 80 + 20

- **Biochemistry** – 40 + 10
Internal Assessment

- **Terminals:**
  - Theory – 80 marks
  - Practicals – 80 marks

- **Prelims**
  - Theory – 80 marks
  - Practicals – 80 marks

**FINAL INTERNAL ASSESSMENT:**

- Theory – 20 marks
- Practicals – 20 marks
STATE OF ART DEPARTMENT

- ORTHOPEDIC REHABILITATION
- JOINT REPLACEMENT REHABILITATION
- NEURO REHABILITATION
- CARDIOVASCULAR–RESPIRATORY REHABILITATION
- COMMUNITY BASED REHABILITATION
- PAEDIATRIC REHABILITATION
- SPINE REHABILITATION
PHYSIOTHERAPY DEPT
WELL EQUIPPED PHYSIOTHERAPY DEPARTMENT
SUPER SPECIALITY EXPOSURE

HANDS ON EXPERIENCE OF REHABILITATION IN

- Orthopedic rehabilitation
  - Joint replacement rehabilitation
  - Arthroscopy
  - Shoulder Rehabilitation
  - Trauma
  - Spine rehabilitation
- Neuro rehabilitation
- Cardio–respiratory rehabilitation
- Community based rehabilitation
- Paediatric rehabilitation
SUPER SPECIALITY EXPOSURE

HANDS ON EXPERIENCE IN PREVENTIVE HEALTHCARE

• Shoulder club
• Knee club
• Spine club
• Shape well club
• Osteofit club
• Dance therapy for parkinsonism
• Women's health
MULTICENTER POSTING IN OTHER SPECIALTY AND GENERAL HOSPITALS

- Sassoon General hospital
- Kamla Nehru hospital
- Inlaks & budhrani hospital
- Paraplegic rehabilitation centre
MULTIPLE SPECIALIZED CAMP

- Students are exposed to multiple camps conducted in our hospital as well as sent to multiple camps throughout Maharashtra based on holistic Pune arthritis model (H–PAM)
- Camps for fitness training and ergonomics in IT industries, automobile & mechanical industries schools & colleges in Pune
- Out of state camps for orthopedics
SUPPORT GROUPS

- Spinal cord injury
- Stroke
- Multiple sclerosis
- Parkinson's & movement disorders
EXPERIENCED FACULTY IN CLINICAL SPECIALTIES

- Musculoskeletal physiotherapy
- Manual therapy
- Shoulder rehabilitation
- Hand rehabilitation
- Neuro physiotherapy
- Paediatric rehabilitation
- Women's health
- Cardiovascular–respiratory rehabilitation
- Community physiotherapy
EXPERIENCED FACULTY IN ACADEMIC

- Teachers with immense clinical and teaching experience
- **Recognized** University teachers for UG by Maharashtra University of Health Sciences, Nashik.
- **Recognized** as a Post Graduate Teacher by Maharashtra University of Health Sciences, Nashik
- Teachers are Member of **Board of Studies Physiotherapy** & Member of **Board of research Allied Health Sciences**
- Our teachers are university **paper setters and moderators** at Maharashtra University of Health Sciences, Nashik
DEPARTMENTALIZATION

- Department of Musculoskeletal Rehab
- Department of Neuro Rehab
- Department of Cardio-respi Rehab
- Department of Community Health Rehab
- Department of Exercise therapy
- Department of Electrotherapy
RESEARCH CELL

- Research department
- Recognized PhD centre (Pune university)
- Recognized research centre (Pune university)
- Online journal of “journal of orthopedic and rehabilitation"
- Subscription to multiple journals on orthopedics, physiotherapy, rehabilitation
- Free Internet access to all the students
Multiple national & international publications in various fields of physiotherapy & rehabilitation by teachers, students and clinical therapists.
PROBLEM BASED LEARNING

- Case studies discussion every morning at 9 am before clinics
- Case studies discussion based on PBL
- Video recording of patients assessments and treatments
- Didactic lectures through Video demonstrations
STUDENTS SCHOLARSHIP

- Students scholarship for girls by LEELA POONAWALA FOUNDATION
- 10 students per year starting from 2012 June.
PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING DAILY
VISITS TO EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES

- Paraplegic Rehabilitation Centre – Kirkee
- Geriatric home – Nivara
- Specialized training centre for disabled – wanowrie
- Industrial visits
THANK YOU